
Top 3 takeaways: 
 

With Zoom and WhatsApp now being 
used for enterprise interaction, new 
methodologies are needed to perform 
investigations involving data held in 
multiple platforms. 

Traditional e-discovery keyword searches 
return increasing volumes of data, increasing 
costs. A partner such as iDS can help firms 
narrow results by executing complex queries. 

Limit your DSAR responses by examining 
what constitutes a ‘reasonable response’ 
and asking data subjects what exactly 
they’re trying to understand.

The current ‘work from anywhere’ environment, despite 
its benefits, has put a strain on information governance. 

Yet a robust data and digital strategy is essential to fully 
comply with investigations and disclosure obligations. We 
gathered together data protection and compliance leaders 
from a range of organisations to tell us how they 
approached data collection and ensured that they were 
ready to comply with data requests. Our sponsor, iDS 
(iDiscovery Solutions), was also on the panel. A leading 
specialist in digital forensics, e-discovery, cybersecurity, 
data privacy, and information governance, iDS work 
closely with professional services firms to take a tailored 
and proactive ‘people, process, procedure’ approach to 
data collection, handling, and review. 

Managing Information Governance in a 
Work-from-Anywhere (WFA) Environment 
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Building a ‘Universe of Relevant Data’ 

Where exactly is your organisation’s ‘relevant’ data? It’s a tough question 
made even tougher when asked in the unsettling context of investigation, 
litigation, or data requests. The key is preparation, and our panellists had 
a number of ways of building this ‘universe’ of relevant data.

Locating this data involves taking a 
step back and examining the 
processes, systems, and assets used to 
process it. This is why Ross Woodham, 
General Counsel & Chief Privacy 
Officer at Aptum, always starts by 
scrutinising the firm’s register of 
processing activities (a GDPR 
recording requirement), then linking it 
to the organisation’s asset 
management. As a global cloud 
managed service provider, they spend 
considerable time and investment on 
the latter. “We operate data centres in 
North America and Europe and have 
infrastructure throughout numerous 
locations,” said Ross. “Asset 
management is an important part of 
making sure that we know where data 
is when it’s at rest, and how it’s moved.” 

For a midsize enterprise, talent 
acquisition and management 
specialists SHL were in pretty good 
shape, data-wise, when Covid-19 hit. 
“We had good infrastructure 
technology in place. We had already 
moved to Microsoft 365 - which 
helped because it moved us off 
storage systems that we had some 
concerns about,” said Emmy Hackett, 
their General Counsel, Chief 
Compliance Officer and Data 
Protection Officer. The current focus 
is on endpoint risk. “We did upgrades 
in the last year where we made it more 
difficult for people to not work on 
their company laptop – using systems 
such as single sign-on, and double 
authentication,” she said. 

SHL’s expanding global workforce 
underscores the importance of these 
upgrades. They have, for example, at 
lot of people in India. “As people 
became more diverse and we’re not in 
Gurgaon [a tech hub] anymore, that 
tech piece was critical. If people can’t 
work on their company machine, 
they’ll do whatever, and that’s where 
we had leakage risk,” she said. 

IDS help organisations identify data 
which might be relevant to an 
investigation. When Daniel Rupprecht, 
director at iDS, builds this ‘universe of 
documentation’ for his clients, he 
starts by setting a basic parameter. “I 
say, let’s avoid as many of these ‘I 
don’t knows’ as possible. So, we tend 
to focus in on the data we’re after,” he 
said. Successful identification depends 
on how well an organisation knows 
their data. “We see serial litigants, and 
those involved in a lot of M&A activity, 
that are constantly reviewing their 
data and know exactly where X, Y and 
Z can be found,” he said. Somewhat 
more challenging are clients that have 
never been a party to these types of 
investigations: “They have warehouses 
in the backyard with paper; laptops in 
their attic that they haven’t thought 
about in years.” 

In his 20 years doing forensic and 
anti-trust investigations, David 
Campos, General Counsel, Chief 
Group Data Privacy Officer, and VP at 
Nestle, knew exactly what tech to use, 
and how to look for the information. 

When Teams and Zoom started being 
used for enterprise interaction, this 
stability was disrupted. “There are 
some conversations in WhatsApp, a 
conversation in Zoom, and another 
one in Workplace from Facebook,” he 
said, describing the data identification 
issue impacting a current investigation. 
“We need new methodologies and 
protocols - a way to do these 
investigations.” 

Andrew Brereton, Global Head Legal, 
Compliance & Ethics Operations at 
ServiceNow (which delivers digital 
workflows) stressed the importance of 
getting the basics right. “Understand 
where the data is, and who has access 
to what. Have controls and restrictions 
on who is getting what information 
and who can access your systems,” he 
said. For him, the biggest risk lies in 
unstructured data: “I don’t know 
where it is, where it’s coming from, or 
who can get it.” It’s an area that iDS 
specialise in – their experienced 
consulting and testifying experts help 
firms cost-effectively tackle 
unstructured data discovery. They 
don’t simply collect and process all 
data, but work with firms to carefully 
identify, analyse, and produce 
unstructured data sources such as 
email systems, file servers, laptops, 
and data created by back-up. 
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Next, we asked our panellists how 
they effectively managed data 
collection, capture, and retention 
while ensuring compliance with 
regulations and data privacy 
obligations – particularly in the 
age of remote homeworking. 
 

Pre-Covid, SHL delivered a lot of 
services face-to-face via assessment 
centres where clients would arrange 
for them to work with applicants. That 
the information was tracked on paper 
didn’t, as Emmy pointed out, make for 
a great data situation. There were 
anxieties around the setup: where 
should paper files be stored? What if 
they’re left on the train? “So, pre-Covid, 
we spent a lot of effort moving into a 
solution with everything captured in 
virtualised assessment centres.” she 
said. This helped with remote working, 
but they now have hundreds of 
consultants working via Zoom and 
Teams: “Do we keep the chats? For EU 
clients storage is by region, but since 
Schrems II [a 2020 CJEU decision], 
access is not necessarily regionally 
limited. So, what does that mean?”  

For a services and tech-oriented 
business such as iDS, it was relatively 
simple to adapt to Covid-19, said Tim 
LaTulippe, director at the company. In 
fact, since 2018, they have successfully 
used remote data collection capabilities 

in response to certain litigation and 
investigations. “Sometimes we collect 
mobile phones from Yorkshire from 
here in London instead of taking an 
overpriced train,” he said. They’ve also 
collected data from laptops on the 
continent and in the UK. “We use 
ConnectWise or one of these tools to 
extract potentially relevant data. It 
comes back encrypted on a hard drive,” 
he said. 

David pointed out that not only is there 
a large volume of data, but it’s hard to 
figure out exactly just how much there 
is. Over the past year, he has dealt with 
law firms that work in what he calls the 
‘traditional’ way – ‘These are the 
keywords, send me that data’. “We say 
that the data is nine petabytes. Do you 
know how much it costs to send a 
petabyte from Lagos to London?” he 
said. With keyword searches returning 
ever more overwhelming amounts of 
data potentially subject to e-discovery, 
costs are also increased. iDS helps 
firms quickly and cost-efficiently drill 
down to relevant data by executing 
complex queries to narrow down the 
documents needing review. 
Documents are produced in 
accordance with an ESI Protocol (a 
mutual plan on how both sides will 
access and provide data to the other), 
using analytics tools such as Brainspace 
to review and provide valuable insights 
into the data. 

 

        

PROFESSIONALS  
WHO ATTENDED  
THE SESSION

Poll results:

1  How detailed is your 
information governance 
protocol?

80% 
A basic knowledge 
of data 
environments, 
enough to navigate 
upon request

12%  Highly detailed network 
map only taking into 
consideration on-site data

8%  Highly detailed network 
map taking into 
consideration both onsite 
and remote data sources

0%  No network map or 
understanding with data 
found everywhere

2  If pressed to collect data 
and investigate content, 
who do you rely upon?

57%  
A combination of 
internal resources, 
outside counsel 
and service provider 

30%  Internal resources, which 
are robust and can 
handle all phases of data 
interrogation

13%  Outside counsel, who 
we rely upon to make 
all decisions in regard 
to data collection and 
interrogation

0%  Service provider 
specialising in complex 
data handling and review
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            PRE-COVID, WE SPENT A 
LOT OF EFFORT MOVING INTO 
A SOLUTION WITH EVERYTHING 
CAPTURED IN VIRTUALISED 
ASSESSMENT CENTRES.
EMMY HACKETT,  
GENERAL COUNSEL,  
CHIEF COMPLIANCE OFFICER  
AND DATA PROTECTION 
OFFICER, SHL 
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Over the last few years, Data Subject 
Access Requests (DSARs) have 
increased in volume, breadth, and 
complexity. Covid-related 
redundancies, and the end of 
furlough, are expected to further 
increase numbers. When faced with 
a DSAR, how did our panellists 
optimise and streamline the process?
 

Not all data requests or queries are 
DSARs. Nestle invest a lot of time 
training their consumer engagement 
people on how to explain the difference 
between a DSAR, a right to be forgotten, 
and opt out, said David. And although 
he expects a peak in DSARs, it’s not 
high enough at the moment to justify 
investing in an automated solution. It’s 
a similar situation at Aptum. Ross limits 
how far the net is cast by carefully 
examining what constitutes a 
‘reasonable response’. “If you’re not at 
that level of volume and you can 
engage with the data subject, I ask 
questions about what they’re trying to 
understand and what data they’re 
looking for,” he said. 

The huge volumes of data created 
every year are at the core of every data 
issue that iDS deal with, according to 
Daniel. “As our devices create even 
more information about us, it’s making 
DSARs more difficult to handle.” When 
working with clients, iDS combine tech 
with a consultative approach. “We 
identify the targets – easily done with 
tech – to either set aside or push 
forward,” explains Daniel.  

“Then we create that gray area that 
requires additional investigation by 
lawyers or inhouse counsel - hopefully 
in a more minimised workflow.” 
Although firms want “a magic wand”, 
he emphasised that there is still a 
human element – which costs money. 
“That’s where we’re defining the 
roadmap – what’s reasonable when 
faced with these requests and how can 
tech augment them?” he said. When it 
comes to DSAR, once data is collected 
and ready to be reviewed, IDS’ expert-
designed tech-enabled workflow 
creates efficiencies in the process. The 
solution is customised and takes the 
human element into account. Using a 
combination of human and machine 
logic, for example, documents most 
likely in need of redaction are 
segregated from those relating to the 
data subject. 

Another source of the explosion in data 
is performance management moving 
to quarterly KPIs, and 360 reviews with 
people requesting feedback from 
peers, managers, and even their own 
reports. As a result, SHL’s HR evaluation 
platform was one of their biggest DSAR 
data points. “As people become more 
discrimination-sensitive, those issues 
start to intersect with the DSAR around 
someone wanting to demonstrate 
they’ve been treated unfairly,” said 
Emmy. They couldn’t afford a tech 
solution, but did change the HR 
platform: “One tracking mechanism, 
one place where information is 
aggregated.”

When we polled attendees on, ‘how 
detailed is your information governance 
protocol?’, an overwhelming 80% said 
that they had a basic knowledge of 
data environments - enough to 
navigate if requested. This discussion 
was definitely an eye-opener on how 
crucial it was to know where data lives 
before requests even arise (for example, 
through the data maps that iDS creates 
as one of their deliverable). Given the 
increasing volume of data requests, 
and as data itself becomes more 
unwieldy, it becomes essential to find 
an experienced partner. iDS, having 
worked on projects ranging from a 
single mobile device to cases with 
450,000 plaintiffs, have the experience 
and deep knowledge to extract data 
cost-effectively, accurately, and 
efficiently. 
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            AS OUR DEVICES 
CREATE EVEN MORE 
INFORMATION ABOUT US, 
IT’S MAKING DSARS MORE 
DIFFICULT TO HANDLE.
DANIEL RUPPRECHT,  
DIRECTOR, 
IDISCOVERY SOLUTIONS 
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Founded by industry veterans, iDS deliver customised, innovative 
solutions for legal and corporate clients in digital forensics, eDiscovery 
consulting, processing and hosting of data, structured and unstructured 
data analytics, information governance and cybersecurity. 

Working side-by-side with in- house and outside counsel, IT departments, 
compliance departments, and legal teams, iDS strive to build a three-
pronged relationship finding advantages through the strategic application 
of technology. We boast some of the industry’s most experienced experts 
with more than a dozen iDS team members having provided written or 
oral testimony and many of whom have also  worked on some of the 
largest and most complex matters to date. iDS act as extensions of legal 
teams and serve as advisors and translators, rather than button-pushers. 
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